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This explosive narrative reveals for the first time the shocking hidden years of Coco Chanel's
life: her collaboration with the Nazis in Paris, her affair with a master spy, and her work for the
German military intelligence service and Himmler's SS. Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel was the high
priestess of couture who created the look of the modern woman. By the 1920s she had
amassed a fortune and went on to create an empire. But her life from 1941 to 1954 has long
been shrouded in rumor and mystery, never clarified by Chanel or her many biographers. Hal
Vaughan exposes the truth of her wartime collaboration and her long affair with the playboy
Baron Hans Günther von Dincklage—who ran a spy ring and reported directly to Goebbels.
Vaughan pieces together how Chanel became a Nazi agent, how she escaped arrest after the
war and joined her lover in exile in Switzerland, and how—despite suspicions about her
past—she was able to return to Paris at age seventy and rebuild the iconic House of Chanel.
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO
MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE UPCOMING STREAMING SERIES REACHER “A
thriller that gallops at a breakneck pace.”—Chicago Sun-Times Jack Reacher. Hero. Loner.
Soldier. Soldier’s son. An elite military cop, he was one of the army’s brightest stars. But in
every cop’s life there is one case that changes everything. For Jack Reacher, this is that case.
New Year’s Day, 1990. In a North Carolina motel, a two-star general is found dead. His
briefcase is missing. Nobody knows what was in it. Within minutes Reacher has his orders:
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Control the situation. Within hours the general’s wife is murdered. Then the dominoes really
start to fall. Somewhere inside the vast worldwide fortress that is the U.S. Army, Reacher is
being set up as a fall guy with the worst enemies a man can have. But Reacher won’t quit.
He’s fighting a new kind of war—against an enemy he didn’t know he had. And against a
conspiracy more chilling, ingenious, and treacherous than anyone could have guessed. The
Enemy, like most of the books in the Jack Reacher series, can be read as a standalone thriller.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that
typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The
Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of
any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the
acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and
customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect your
organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build
trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of
physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several
common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved
effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The
Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace
more efficient, effective, and engaged.
1984 is George Orwell's terrifying vision of a totalitarian future in which everything and
everyone is slave to a tyrannical regime lead by The Party. Winston Smith works for the
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Ministry of Truth in London, chief city of Airstrip One. Big Brother stares out from every poster,
the Thought Police uncover every act of betrayal. When Winston finds love with Julia, he
discovers that life does not have to be dull and deadening, and awakens to new possibilities.
Despite the police helicopters that hover and circle overhead, Winston and Julia begin to
question the Party; they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big Brother will not tolerate dissent
- even in the mind. For those with original thoughts they invented Room 101. . .
Companion to The Growing Erbs Series... In TOWN GIRL Diane sends Kimmy a little story in
the mail to cheer her up after tragedy strikes twice: she stepped on a nail AND her friend
moved away. ENEMY CAT is just what Kimmy needed - a story of courage... When a strange
cat comes prowling through the neighborhood, Honey shows he's more than just a sleek
beautiful honey-colored housecat. He's tough too!
Teaching us how to work with people whom we might not like or trust, this timely book outlines
the five misunderstandings that keep people from effectively collaborating with those people
and shows readers how they can successfully engage with positive results instead. --
An account of the experiences of Marine PFC Robert Garwood as a prisoner of war in Vietnam
explores the controversy over a man accused of collaboration with the Viet Cong
"By carefully examining the automotive companies' collaboration with the Reich and placing it
in an international context, the book is indispensable reading for all who are interested in the
moral implications of capitalist economies under totalitarian conditions." * The International
History Review (Hans Mommsen) "...comprehensive ...a plethora ......
Collaboration is increasingly difficult and increasingly necessary Often, to get
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something done that really matters to us, we need to work with people we don't
agree with or like or trust. Adam Kahane has faced this challenge many times,
working on big issues like democracy and jobs and climate change and on
everyday issues in organizations and families. He has learned that our
conventional understanding of collaboration-that it requires a harmonious team
that agrees on where it's going, how it's going to get there, and who needs to do
what-is wrong. Instead, we need a new approach to collaboration that embraces
discord, experimentation, and genuine cocreation-which is exactly what Kahane
provides in this groundbreaking and timely book.
For the Colleys of southeastern Missouri, the War between the States is a plague
that threatens devastation, despite the family’s avowed neutrality. For eighteen-
year-old Adair Colley, it is a nightmare that tears apart her family and forces her
and her sisters to flee. The treachery of a fellow traveler, however, brings about
her arrest, and she is caged with the criminal and deranged in a filthy women’s
prison. But young Adair finds that love can live even in a place of horror and
despair. Her interrogator, a Union major, falls in love with her and vows to return
for her when the fighting is over. Before he leaves for battle, he bestows upon her
a precious gift: freedom. Now an escaped "enemy woman," Adair must make her
harrowing way south buoyed by a promise . . . seeking a home and a family that
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may be nothing more than a memory.
In Conspiring with the Enemy, Yvonne Chiu offers a new understanding of why
and how enemies work together to constrain violence in warfare. Chiu argues
that what she calls an ethic of cooperation is found in modern warfare to such an
extent that it is often taken for granted.
‘This isn’t living, this is just existing.’ A long-term physical health condition – a
chronic illness, or even a disability – can take over your existence. Battling
against the effects of the condition can take so much of your time and energy that
it feels like the rest of your life is ‘on hold’. The physical symptoms of different
conditions will vary, as will the way you manage them. But the kinds of
psychological stress the situation brings are common to lots of long-term health
problems: worry about the future, sadness about what has been lost, frustration
at changes, guilt about being a burden, friction with friends and family. You can
lose your sense of purpose and wonder ‘What’s the point?’ Trapped in a war
against your own illness, every day is just about the battle, and it can seem
impossible to find achievement and fulfilment in life if the condition cannot be
cured. It doesn’t have to be like that. Using the latest developments in cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT) which emphasise mindfulness and acceptance, and
including links to downloadable audio exercises and worksheets, this book will
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show you how you can live better despite your long-term condition. It will teach
you to spot the ways of coping that haven’t been working for you, how to make
sure that troubling thoughts and unwanted feelings don’t run your life, how to
make sense of the changes in your circumstances, to make the most of today
and work towards a future that includes more of the things that matter to you. If
you stop fighting a losing battle, and instead learn how to live well with the
enemy, then – even with your long-term condition – you’ll find yourself not simply
existing, but really living again.
A behind-the-scenes history of the CIA's spy wars with the KGB ranges from
1985, through the Afghan war, to the fall of the Berlin Wall and the breakup of the
Soviet Union, detailing the high-stakes operations and activities of intelligence
operatives on both sides of the conflict. Reprint.
Making progress on complex, problematic situations requires a new approach to
working together: transformative facilitation, a structured and creative process for
removing the obstacles to fluid forward movement. It is becoming less
straightforward for people to move forward together. They face increasing
complexity and decreasing control. They need to work with more people from
across more divides. In such situations, the most common ways of
advancing—some people telling others what to do, or everyone just doing what
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they think they need to—aren't adequate. One better way is through facilitating.
But the most common approaches to facilitating—bossy vertical directing from
above or collegial horizontal accompanying from alongside—aren't adequate.
They often leave the participants frustrated and yearning for breakthrough. This
book describes a new approach: transformative facilitation. It doesn't choose
either the bossy vertical or the collegial horizontal approach: it cycles back and
forth between them. Rather than forcing or cajoling, the facilitator removes the
obstacles that stand in the way of people contributing and connecting equitably. It
enables people to bring their whole selves to the process. This book is for
anyone who helps people work together to transform their situation, be it a
professional facilitator, manager, consultant, coach, chairperson, organizer,
mediator, stakeholder, or friend. It offers a broad and bold vision of the
contribution that facilitation can make to helping people collaborate to make
progress.
Intercourse is a book that moves through the sexed world of dominance and
submission. It moves in descending circles, not in a straight line, and as in a
vortex each spiral goes down deeper. Its formal model is Dante's Inferno; its
lyrical debt is to Rimbaud; the equality it envisions is rooted in the dreams of
women, silent generations, pioneer voices, lone rebels, and masses who
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agitated, demanded, cried out, broke laws, and even begged. The begging was a
substitute for retaliatory violence: doing bodily harm back to those who use or
injure you. I want women to be done with begging. The public censure of women
as if we are rabid because we speak without apology about the world in which we
live is a strategy of threat that usually works. Men often react to women's words -
speaking and writing - as if they were acts of violence; sometimes men react to
women's words with violence. So we lower our voices. Women whisper. Women
apologize. Women shut up. Women trivialize what we know. Women shrink.
Women pull back. Most women have experienced enough dominance from men -
control, violence, insult, contempt - that no threat seems empty. Intercourse does
not say, forgive me and love me. It does not say, I forgive you, I love you. For a
woman writer to thrive (or, arguably, to survive) in these current hard times,
forgiveness and love must be subtext. No. I say no. Intercourse is search and
assertion, passion and fury; and its form - no less than its content - deserves
critical scrutiny and respect.---- PREFACE
It was the perfect summer. That is, until Jeremy Ross moved into the house
down the street and became neighborhood enemy number one. Luckily Dad had
a surefire way to get rid of enemies: Enemy Pie. But part of the secret recipe is
spending an entire day playing with the enemy! In this funny yet endearing story,
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one little boy learns an effective recipes for turning your best enemy into your
best friend. Accompanied by charming illustrations, Enemy Pie serves up a sweet
lesson in the difficulties and ultimate rewards of making new friends.
The two main ways that people try to solve their toughest group, community and
societal problems are fundamentally flawed. They either push for what they want
at all costs--in it's most extreme form this means war--or try to completely avoid
conflict, sweeping problems under the rug in the name of a superficial "peace."
But there is a better way: combining these two seemingly contradictory
approaches. Adam Kahane argues that each is a reflection of two distinct,
fundamental drives: power, the single-minded desire to achieve one's solitary
purpose; and love, the drive towards unity. They are inextricable parts of human
nature, so to achieve lasting change you have to able to work fluidly with both. In
fact, each needs the other. As Martin Luther King put it, "Power without love is
reckless and abusive, and love without power is sentimental and anemic."
Kahane delves deeply in the dual nature of power and love, exploring their
complex and intricate interplay. With disarming honesty he relates how, through
trial and error, he learned to balance between them, shifting from one to the other
as though learning to walk--at first falling, then stumbling forward, and finally
moving purposefully toward true, lasting reconciliation and progress. For the last
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20 years Kahane has worked around the world on a variety of challenges:
economic development, food security, health care, judicial reform, peace making,
climate change. He has worked with diverse teams of leaders--executives and
politicians, generals and guerillas, civil servants and trade unionists, community
activists and United Nations officials, clergy and artists. He has seen, up close
and personal, examples of inspiring progress and terrifying regress. Power and
Love reports what he has learned from these hard-won experiences.
Adam Kahane spent years working in the world's hotspots, and came away with
a new understanding of how to resolve conflict in a way that seems reasonable -
and doable - to all parties. The result is Solving Tough Problems. Written in a
relaxed, persuasive style, this is not a "how-to" book with glib answers, but
rather, a very personal story of the author's progress from a young "expert"
convinced of the need to provide cold, "correct" answers to an effective facilitator
of positive change - by learning how to create environments that enable new
ideas and creative.
Now available in paperback, with an all new Reader's guide, The New York
Times and Business Week bestseller Co-opetition revolutionized the game of
business. With over 40,000 copies sold and now in its 9th printing, Co-opetition is
a business strategy that goes beyond the old rules of competition and
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cooperation to combine the advantages of both. Co-opetition is a pioneering, high
profit means of leveraging business relationships. Intel, Nintendo, American
Express, NutraSweet, American Airlines, and dozens of other companies have
been using the strategies of co-opetition to change the game of business to their
benefit. Formulating strategies based on game theory, authors Brandenburger
and Nalebuff created a book that's insightful and instructive for managers eager
to move their companies into a new mind set.
In the wake of a devastating disease, everyone sixteen and older is either dead
or a decomposing, brainless creature with a ravenous appetite for flesh. Teens
have barricaded themselves in buildings throughout London and venture outside
only when they need to scavenge for food. The group of kids living a Waitrose
supermarket is beginning to run out of options. When a mysterious traveler
arrives and offers them safe haven at Buckingham Palace, they begin a
harrowing journey across London. But their fight is far from over???the threat
from within the palace is as real as the one outside it. Full of unexpected twists
and quick-thinking heroes, The Enemy is a fast-paced, white-knuckle tale of
survival in the face of unimaginable horror.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Edward Snowden, the man who risked
everything to expose the US government’s system of mass surveillance, reveals
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for the first time the story of his life, including how he helped to build that system
and what motivated him to try to bring it down. In 2013, twenty-nine-year-old
Edward Snowden shocked the world when he broke with the American
intelligence establishment and revealed that the United States government was
secretly pursuing the means to collect every single phone call, text message, and
email. The result would be an unprecedented system of mass surveillance with
the ability to pry into the private lives of every person on earth. Six years later,
Snowden reveals for the very first time how he helped to build this system and
why he was moved to expose it. Spanning the bucolic Beltway suburbs of his
childhood and the clandestine CIA and NSA postings of his adulthood,
Permanent Record is the extraordinary account of a bright young man who grew
up online—a man who became a spy, a whistleblower, and, in exile, the Internet’s
conscience. Written with wit, grace, passion, and an unflinching candor,
Permanent Record is a crucial memoir of our digital age and destined to be a
classic.
This is the 10th book in the Neptune King series. In The Case of the Amnesiac
Client Neptune's maid introduces him to Mary North a troubled young woman
working as a maid with no memory and a vague impression that everything is not
quite right. He figures it's a case for K&J. Intrigue, deception and imposters lead
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them to France and back again to high society in search for her real identity. In
The Case of the French Blackmailer, Shark's sins come back to haunt him when
Monique, the French waitress he met while on the trail of the Shadow in France
turns up with a baby, claiming it is his and threatening to tell Lord Evans unless
he pays. Shark is shocked and desperate and turns to Neptune for help, while
hoping to keep the whole sordid affair secret from Rachel and Becky, but he
underestimates the women in his life. In The Case of the Deadly Sleepwalker
Lisa Hatherly is arrested for murdering her neighbour in her sleep! Philip Briton,
Neptune's solicitor hires the boys to investigate. The evidence looks black
against her—her footprints in the snow to and from the dead woman's house, the
dead woman's jewels hidden in her wardrobe and her own admission that she'd
had an argument with the deceased and was sleep walking that night with her
soaked slippers matching the prints. Neptune's boutique is being robbed in The
Case of the Shoplifting Shop Assistant, and it doesn't take him long to find the
culprit. Meantime, Shark's family have arrived from Australia in time to celebrate
Christmas with his friends in his new house.
The second edition of the essential guide, updated with new research and
observations to help twenty-first century organizations create models for effective
collaboration. Collaborative skills have never been more important to a
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company’s success and these skills are essential for every worker today.
Radical Collaboration is a how-to-manual for creating trusting, cooperative
environments, and transforming groups into motivated and empowered teams.
James W. Tamm and Ronald J. Luyet provide tools that will help you increase
your ability to work successfully with others, learn to be more aware of
colleagues, and better problem-solve and negotiate. Radical Collaboration is an
eye-opener for leaders, managers, HR professionals, agents, trainers, and
consultants who are seeking constructive ways of getting the results they want.
In post-liberation France, the French courts judged the cases of more than one
hundred thousand people accused of aiding and abetting the enemy during the
Second World War. In this fascinating book, Sandra Ott uncovers the hidden
history of collaboration in the Pyrenean borderlands of the Basques and the
Béarnais in southwestern France through nine stories of human folly, uncertainty,
ambiguity, ambivalence, desire, vengeance, duplicity, greed, self-interest,
opportunism and betrayal. Covering both the occupation and liberation periods,
she reveals how the book's characters became involved with the occupiers for a
variety of reasons, ranging from a desire to settle scores and to gain access to
power, money and material rewards, to love, friendship, fear and desperation.
These wartime lives and subsequent postwar reckonings provide us with a new
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lens through which to understand human behavior under the difficult conditions of
occupation, and the subsequent search for retribution and justice.
As the Riftwar tears Midkemia apart, enemies trapped in the frozen Northlands must
trust each other to stay alive. . . . In the sprawling, embattled land of Midkemia, fate can
form strange alliances. Nine years into the bloody and ongoing Riftwar, Dennis
Hartraft's Marauders are cold, hungry, and exhausted. Having only just survived a
disastrous encounter with their sworn enemy, the Tsurani, the soldiers are headed for a
frontier garrison, where they will be able to rest and recover. But Hartraft's company
arrives at the same time as a Tsurani patrol, and both sides discover the stronghold
overrun by a migrating horde of dark elves called moredhel, a foe so deadly and vicious
the bitter enemies must band together and fight as one. But can their hatred for their
mutual enemy overcome their distrust of each other? As the two groups, bound to each
other by their common foe, make their way across the unknown Northlands to freedom,
they have to struggle with not only the elements and the enemy, but also their
consciences. For, with both sides carrying painful scars from past wars, each man must
ask himself what is more important: one's life or one's honor?
Keep your friends close...Construction work isn't any sort of calling for Ethan Loeb. He
gets the job done, cashes his check, and spends his free time volunteering at the
retirement home his elderly mother lives in. He knows he comes across as big, gruff,
and grumpy, but right now, he doesn't much care. Until him. ...but keep your enemies in
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your bedroom. Mark Weaver knows that the construction crew in charge of building a
new set of luxury townhouses is more than a bit ticked off that a potential dinosaur find
has derailed their tight schedule. They make it very clear that the scientists excavating
the site aren't welcome. It doesn't much matter to Mark. Preserving the past trumps
new construction any day. But when Mark's car dies too far away from the work site for
him to walk with his polio-damaged legs, can he accept help from a big, burly
construction worker with a secret heart of gold?If you're looking for a sweet, angsty and
steamy enemies to lovers book featuring a disabled nerd and a tough guy with a gooey
marshmallow center, check out My Enemy Needs Me, the first book in the Dig Deep
series. This title, and all titles in the series, can be read as a standalone.
A leading epidemiologist shares his "powerful and necessary" (Richard Preston, author
of The Hot Zone) stories from the front lines of our war on infectious diseases and
explains how to prepare for global epidemics -- featuring a new preface on COVID-19.
Unlike natural disasters, whose destruction is concentrated in a limited area over a
period of days, and illnesses, which have devastating effects but are limited to
individuals and their families, infectious disease has the terrifying power to disrupt
everyday life on a global scale, overwhelming public and private resources and bringing
trade and transportation to a grinding halt. In today's world, it's easier than ever to move
people, animals, and materials around the planet, but the same advances that make
modern infrastructure so efficient have made epidemics and even pandemics nearly
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inevitable. And as outbreaks of COVID-19, Ebola, MERS, and Zika have demonstrated,
we are woefully underprepared to deal with the fallout. So what can -- and must -- we
do in order to protect ourselves from mankind's deadliest enemy? Drawing on the latest
medical science, case studies, policy research, and hard-earned epidemiological
lessons, Deadliest Enemy explores the resources and programs we need to develop if
we are to keep ourselves safe from infectious disease. The authors show how we could
wake up to a reality in which many antibiotics no longer cure, bioterror is a certainty,
and the threat of a disastrous influenza or coronavirus pandemic looms ever larger.
Only by understanding the challenges we face can we prevent the unthinkable from
becoming the inevitable. Deadliest Enemy is high scientific drama, a chronicle of
medical mystery and discovery, a reality check, and a practical plan of action.
Louise de Bernard is forced to relive the painful memories of living in occupied France
during World War II, and as she seeks revenge for her losses, painful secrets surface.
The archetype of 'my enemy's enemy is my friend', India's political and economic
presence in Afghanistan is often viewed as a Machiavellian ploy aimed against
Pakistan. The first of its kind, this book interrogates that simplistic yet powerful
geopolitical narrative and asks what truly drives India's Afghanistan policy.
Getting Unstuck People who are trying to solve tough economic, social, and
environmental problems often find themselves frustratingly stuck. They can’t solve their
problems in their current context, which is too unstable or unfair or unsustainable. They
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can’t transform this context on their own—it’s too complex to be grasped or shifted by
any one person or organization or sector. And the people whose cooperation they need
don’t understand or agree with or trust them or each other. Transformative scenario
planning is a powerful new methodology for dealing with these challenges. It enables us
to transform ourselves and our relationships and thereby the systems of which we are a
part. At a time when divisions within and among societies are producing so many
people to get stuck and to suffer, it offers hope—and a proven approach—for moving
forward together.
“Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven.” — Jesus Congratulations! Your Goliath Has Arrived. Enemies often
seem to get in the way of our plans, leaving us discouraged and disoriented. But what if
these obstacles are a part of God’s plans for us? Our enemies - whether our
weaknesses, circumstances, deep-seated sins, other people, or any other
challenge—can become our stepping stool to new breakthroughs in life, if we leverage
the opportunity. Just as David’s encounter with Goliath transformed him from a delivery
boy to a national hero, our enemies can be a blessing in disguise - if only we recognize
and face them head-on. Human nature tells us to flee our enemies, but Ron Carpenter
will challenge you to embrace them. In The Necessity of an Enemy, Ron shares
engaging insights like: • God intended for every enemy to be your footstool for
promotion. • If you want to be number one, you can’t just beat number nine. • The
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depth of your battle gives you insight into the greatness of the potential God put in you,
and enemies are your key to unlocking that potential. • All battles are fought over your
future, not over your past or present circumstances. Are you ready to reach your next
goal in life? Do you want biblically-based wisdom to help defeat every enemy and move
with confidence to your destiny? The Necessity of an Enemy will give you the tools to
change your perspective – and find meaning and purpose in all of life’s trials.
White Space Is Not Your Enemy is a practical graphic design and layout guide that
introduces concepts and practices necessary for producing effective visual
communication across a variety of formats—from web to print. Sections on Gestalt
theory, color theory, and WET layout are expanded to offer more in-depth content on
those topics. This new edition features new covering current trends in web
design—Mobile-first, UI/UX design, and web typography—and how they affect a
designer’s approach to a project. The entire book will receive an update using new
examples and images that show a more diverse set of graphics that go beyond print
and web and focus on tablet, mobile and advertising designs.
The New York Times bestselling graphic memoir from actor/author/activist George Takei
returns in a deluxe edition with 16 pages of bonus material! Experience the forces that shaped
an American icon -- and America itself -- in this gripping tale of courage, country, loyalty, and
love. George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his magnetic performances,
sharp wit, and outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he braved new frontiers
in STAR TREK, he woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth country at war with his
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father's -- and their entire family forced from their home into an uncertain future. In 1942, at the
order of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, every person of Japanese descent on the west coast
was rounded up and shipped to one of ten "relocation centers," hundreds or thousands of
miles from home, where they would be held for years under armed guard. THEY CALLED US
ENEMY is Takei's firsthand account of those years behind barbed wire, the terrors and small
joys of childhood in the shadow of legalized racism, his mother's hard choices, his father's
tested faith in democracy, and the way those experiences planted the seeds for his astonishing
future. What does it mean to be American? Who gets to decide? George Takei joins cowriters
Justin Eisinger & Steven Scott and artist Harmony Becker for the journey of a lifetime.
MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES IN PRINT • “One of the seminal management books of
the past seventy-five years.”—Harvard Business Review This revised edition of the bestselling
classic is based on fifteen years of experience in putting Peter Senge’s ideas into practice. As
Senge makes clear, in the long run the only sustainable competitive advantage is your
organization’s ability to learn faster than the competition. The leadership stories demonstrate
the many ways that the core ideas of the Fifth Discipline, many of which seemed radical when
first published, have become deeply integrated into people’s ways of seeing the world and
their managerial practices. Senge describes how companies can rid themselves of the learning
blocks that threaten their productivity and success by adopting the strategies of learning
organizations, in which new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, collective
aspiration is set free, and people are continually learning how to create the results they truly
desire. Mastering the disciplines Senge outlines in the book will: • Reignite the spark of
genuine learning driven by people focused on what truly matters to them • Bridge teamwork
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into macrocreativity • Free you of confining assumptions and mindsets • Teach you to see the
forest and the trees • End the struggle between work and personal time This updated edition
contains more than one hundred pages of new material based on interviews with dozens of
practitioners at companies such as BP, Unilever, Intel, Ford, HP, and Saudi Aramco and
organizations such as Roca, Oxfam, and The World Bank.
Special agent James Cronley Jr. finds that fighting both ex-Nazis and the Soviet NKGB can
lead to strange bedfellows, in the dramatic new Clandestine Operations novel about the birth of
the CIA and the Cold War. A month ago, Cronley managed to capture two notorious Nazi war
criminals, but not without leaving some dead bodies and outraged Austrian police in his wake.
He's been lying low ever since, but that little vacation is about to end. Somebody--Odessa, the
NKGB, the Hungarian Secret Police?--has broken the criminals out of jail, and he must track
them down again. But there's more to it than that. Evidence has surfaced that in the war's last
gasps, Heinrich Himmler had stashed away a fortune to build a secret religion, dedicated both
to Himmler and to creating the Fourth Reich. That money is still out there in the hands of
Odessa, and that infamous organization seems to have acquired a surprising--and
troubling--ally. Cronley is fast finding out that the phrase "the enemy of my enemy is my friend"
can mean a lot of different things, and that it is not always clear which people he can trust and
which are out to kill him.
Despite the harsh treatment that can befall collaborators in armed conflict, and despite
collaboration often not being voluntary, international law leaves unanswered the ethical
questions posed by those who join with the enemy. Shane Darcy explores the issue, calling for
a much needed assessment of the protections granted to collaborators in war.
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Collaborating with the EnemyHow to Work with People You Don’t Agree with or Like or
TrustBerrett-Koehler Publishers
"Heath Stamp was a very bad boy growing up. ... Bronte Foster-Jenkins sure isn't looking at
him with big doe eyes anymore. Instead, she's shooting daggers in his direction. All grown up,
Heath is rich, arrogant and ready to raze his family estate to the ground--even if Bronte will do
anything to stop him"--P. [4] of cover.
Collaboration is increasingly difficult and increasingly necessary Often, to get something done
that really matters to us, we need to work with people we don't agree with or like or trust. Adam
Kahane has faced this challenge many times, working on big issues like democracy and jobs
and climate change and on everyday issues in organizations and families. He has learned that
our conventional understanding of collaboration—that it requires a harmonious team that agrees
on where it's going, how it's going to get there, and who needs to do what—is wrong. Instead,
we need a new approach to collaboration that embraces discord, experimentation, and
genuine cocreation—which is exactly what Kahane provides in this groundbreaking and timely
book.
Working With The Enemy is, quite simply, for people who have been feeling 'under attack' and
want to do something about it, once and for all. Showing you how to turn around 'enemy'
situations so that you can take control, it includes 10 essential survival strategies, descriptions
of the 15 toughest types of enemy and tips on how to transform your enemy situation. The
reader will be able to recognize how exactly they came to find these 'enemies' to be 'really
difficult', deal with them and nip future situations in the bud before they become 'difficult'.
Working With The Enemy treats difficult situations in a matter-of-fact way and the many case
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studies, tips, techniques and strategies will help you to unstick yourself when you've been
feeling very stuck.
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